manifested in the rejection of a feminized/androgynous/soft Indian state in the post-independence Gandhi-Nehru era , and the invocation of the great ancient pre-Islamic Indian past, when Hindu men shaped their culture and destiny alongside exercising patriarchal control over "their" women. This Hindutva movement is both a product of and response to postcolonial anxiety, and its emphasis on "making India great again" (Ganguly and Menon 2017 ) is a highly gendered political and socio-cultural project to reclaim and demonstrate masculinity in a wider historical context.
Hindutva advocates sees the Kashmiri struggle for self-determination and the conflict itself as a threat to the integrity and sovereignty of India. This view is sustained by the invocation of memories of emasculation and feminization under colonialism, not just by the British but by the Muslim rule of the past. Kashmir has been on the receiving end of heightened militarism by the Indian state, which includes impunity for the armed forces through the Armed Forces Special Powers Act (AFPSA) and a heavy-handed approach to protests. Regular stone pelting in recent times has been met with indiscriminate gunfire and the unprecedented use of pellet guns, causing deaths and grievous injuries. In 2017, the Indian army was heavily criticized after a video clip circulated showing a man tied to an army vehicle and paraded through the conflict areas of Kashmir as a human shield against stone pelters. The army officer responsible for this dehumanization and human rights violation was later awarded a commendation by the Indian army for "sustained efforts in counter-insurgency," despite widespread criticism of his methods (First Post 2017). Mob violence against Muslims in general and Kashmiris in particular has also been witnessed in other parts of India.
This increasing aggression of the Indian state institutions and the larger Hindutva masculinity is matched by the rise of "new age" militancy among the Kashmiri youth (Bhat 2017) . Women have contributed to this militant masculinity since its inception in the early 1990s--Amya Agarwal discusses this in more detail in this forum -and continue to do so in various ways. As one former militant acknowledged in an interview with The Wire, By '92, over 10,000 men were part of active militancy in Kashmir. Some of them never fired a bullet. Today, only those who are committed come forward. I see a lot of anger among the youth today against the Indian state. They are politically more mature than their peers in the '90s. And they're quick to grasp the fallout of world events. (Bhat 2017) Ritual mourning and the celebration of martyrdom in this "new age" militancy are both visible in the public discourse. In this forum, Inshah Malik argues that "mourning men have become emblems of helplessness signaling emasculation." However, the large turnout at Burhan's funeral and the messages emerging from his death at the hands of the security forces demonstrate the extent to which this new age militancy is embedded in discourses of competing and precarious masculinities. Hartwell (2017, 136) Kashmir is not just a geo-political conflict between three entities (the nationstates of India and Pakistan and the people of Kashmir) but a site for competing and conflicting masculinities, embedded in a history of emasculation and anxieties of postcolonial nation-state building experienced by all sides. Any understanding of this conflict and the road to peace will have to deal with these anxieties and gendered contestations which frame the identities of the protagonists.
